MOVIES FROM BOOKS!

Stephen ___ wrote Carrie, Christine, Cujo, Pet Semetary and It
Peter Jackson brought The Lord of the ___ to life on screen
H.G. ___ wrote War of the Worlds and The Time Machine
David Guterson's Snow Falling on ___ starred Ethan Hawke in 1999
William Styron's Sophie's ___ starred Meryl Streep in 1982
Tom ___ wrote: Patriot Games and The Hunt for Red October
Nick ___ wrote About a Boy, High Fidelity and Fever Pitch
Will Smith stars in a movie version of Richard Matheson's I Am ___
Robert ___ created the Bourne franchise
Matthew McConaughey starred in Clive Cussler's ___ in 2005
By Nicholas ___: A Walk To Remember, Message In A Bottle
Texan Renee Zellweger played quintessential British girl ___ Jones
Dan Brown's bestseller starring Tom Hanks: The ____ Code
John ___ wrote: The Rainmaker, A Time To Kill, The Runaway Jury
The Constant Gardener & The Tailor of Panama are by John ___
Philip K. Dick's ___ Darkly was filmed digitally then animated in 2006
Jurassic Park, Sphere, Disclosure and Congo are by Michael ___
No Country For Old Men & All The Pretty Horses are by Cormac ___
Gone with the Wind was written by Margaret ___
Mario Puzo wrote The ___; Marlon Brando starred in the movie
Ian Fleming introduced this character in Casino Royale
Queen Bees & Wannabes became this Lindsay Lohan move
By James ___: Kiss the Girls, Along Came a Spider
___ ___ was based on Stephen King's novella The Body
Michael Shaara's Killer Angels is better known by its movie name
All The ___ Men by Woodward & Bernstein, starring Hoffman & Redford
Thomas Keneally wrote ___ List in 1982; Liam Neeson starred in 1993
Do Androids Dream of Electric Sheep became ___ on the screen
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